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Travel Careers
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Each tiine
take a bus, plane
·
or train there are dozens of people .
behind 'the scenes that get us to
~.,•r:cL\u . where we're going. The travel incnu .1 .c ')ON$ dustry offers a wide range of jobs
some of which are described in· this
issue on page 2. ·

Rising 200 fee•. ·out of the desert
in western New Mex~~,P is a sandstone formation inscrib:~. r.~Y preColumbian Indians 'nd illrly/':'t&ttle'rs of the Southweit.?.See pages· 6
and 7 for a phot.o_ story on (1;'~~9-rro
National Monument., ..
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· The birthplace of Jazz is featured
in a story on page 5. Looking at
New Orleans for the first time, the
LOBO discovered a strange mileu
of personalities, high-priced drinks
and low-priced seafood.
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Jazz Town
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DAILY

Due to an insuffient number of
volunteers, the polls at Farris
Engineering center will be
closed for today'• election.

Wednesday, November 2, 1977
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Through Travel Careers
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Wanderlust Satisfied
Uy Rt\CHEL DIXON
LOBO St~tff Writer
Many people. are afflicted with
wanderlust or a drop of gypsy
blood in their veins but have no way
to case the urge for adventure.
Sometimes jobs in travel careers arc
the fastest and cheapest ways to
satisfy the traveling itch.
For those who like lo travel, but
.not too far, one job especially
appropriate for Albuquerque, is
working as a cabin operator for the

Tramway riding up to Sandia peak.
The salary starts at $2.30 an hour.
A ·prospective cabin operator
goes through a two-week program
which covers Tramway mechanical
operation, safety aspects and
dealing with the public.
Taxi drivers earn 40 per cent of
all fares in addition to the tips they
receive from !heir passengers,
according to the Yellow Checker
Cab Co.
The prerequisites to being a taxidriver include having a chauffeur's
license and gelling police identification with fingerprints and mug
shots.
Trailways Bus System's terminal
manager, A.J. Martinez, said bus
drivers' salaries average 21 cents

FLIGJITS SIIIPS
RIDES

255-6830
265-9860
I ntereonti ••e••tnl
Til A VI~ I, CENTRE
Ht7 Girurd lllvd. S.E.
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Candidates Day

Meet your City Council
Candidates from Dist. 3
·Soloman Brown·
• Mel Aragon ·

TODAY
ON THE MALL
12:30-2:30

lTC Helps Stud.ents
Find Rides Home

Th!l LOBO inadvertently left
Kristi Hall's platform and picture
out of Tuesday's election issue. It
was received on time so we are
running it today. The LOBO regrets
the error.

per mile with raises every six
By BILL ROBERTSON
months.· A school in Los Angeles
LOBO Staff Writer
trains the bus drivers.
Ticket agents for the bus line
Where else can you go to make arrangements for a car ride to
earn $800 to $900 a month," said
Denver, a chartered flight to Frankfurt, West Germany anp organize a
Martinez. People work up to the
carpool to school, all at the same place?
ticket agent job from the baggage
Intercontinental Travel Centre is the only such agency of its kind to
department through seniority.
offer these three services, said Terry! Miller, owner-operatorThose people with visions of
originator of the Centre. "Our objective is to provide to the student
Casey" Jones and Railroad Bill
traveler the widest range of alternatives, be it place, bus, car or
dancing in their heads may be·
whatever."
interested in the train business. Lee
Miller said, "Obviously the student traveller's biggest problem is
Friedersdorf, public director of the
money or lack of it. By offering a wide variety of services, we think we
Santa Fe Railroad Co., said that the
can accomodate almost anybody."
way to become a train engineer is to
Established in April of 1976, the ITC operates with a staff of the
be hired as as hostler helper, whose
three, "plus or minus one or two occasionally," said Miller. "Our
duties includes working around the
specialty, if we really have a specialty, is charter flights, but the ride
train yard, cleaning riding along
board has being doing really well lately.
with the engineers. This job's salary
"Let's face it. You can save at least $50 travelling long distances if
begins at $55 a day, said
you drive- that's the cheapest way to travel."
·
Friedersdorf. After a few months
Miller said the response to a University based carpool system "has
of being a hostler helper, people are
not realized its full potential yet. I guess people aren't fully ready to
sent to a special 6-week school in
give up their personal conveniences." He said he anticipates the
Topeka, Kansas and take an 8-week
carpool to gain popularity when people realize the advantages to the
course in road training. After that,
environment, traffic levels and their pocketbooks.
it's waiting for an opening for
Miller said he first got the idea for ITC when he lived in Colorado.
engineers.
"There was this guy in Boulder who was running a travel agency, and
Flight attendents, once upon a
this girl in Denver who ran a ride agency. I thought to myself, 'Has
time known as stewardesses, allend
anyone done both?"
a six-week airline school and start
The ride service, Miller said, is the only aspect of ITC that requires
at $708 a month, according to
of fee, $5. "We charge to cover our expenses," he said. Services are.
Trans World Airlines (TWA). All
guaranteed.
that is necessary to apply is as high
"Obviously there's not a million dollars in it- we're in it mostly
school degree or OED, although
for the service." Miller also said there are certain fringe benefits that
"we have a preference for college
come from being a travel agent, such as promotional tours and
degrees,"
said
the
TWA . ., contacts with multinational travellers.
management secretary, Glenda •
ITC currently plans two charter flights from Albuquerque to
Rowland.
Europe for the summer of 1978. Miller said airfare will cost "around
$400..?'
.
.
Airline ticket agents earn $1067 a
month, said TWA. The training is
mostly on-the-job; the prerequisite
is a high school diploma.

Eerie Tale Told
Hitching a Ride

TWA pifot training is nonexistent
because the airline hasn't hired any
pilots in the past ten years. "We
By PETER MADRID
have no turno.ver," and the salaries
LOBO Sports Editor
of the tenured pilots are inapA middle-aged man in an old
plicable to beginning pitots'
When he dropped me off at the
Chevy pickup stopped and asked post office, which was next to my
salaries, Rowland said.
•
where I was going. I told him house, he offered me another beer
On a smaller scale, one can fly as Chimayo and he said, "Hop in." I and again I was a 'bro' and look it.
a charter pilot for airlines like told him to drop me off at the post
He drove off and I walked the
Albuq_uerque's Seven Bar Flying office.
last hundred yards lo my house.
Service. The salary is $9 per hour,
Later that afternoon I was saw
It was a little after twelve when
$5 for waiting for the customer.
him
in his truck racing up and down
The qualifications are a minimum be picked me up. He had a six-pack the street like a madman. After a
of 500 flight ho1,1rs for insurance of beer next to him and asked if I few minutes
of watching his
purposes, an instrument and multi- wanted a beer. Normally I don't parading !lP and down, I went
engine rating along with a com- drink that early in the day, but to be about my business.
a 'bro' I had one anyway.
mercial flying license.
· That night I heard sirens coming
up the road. Ambulances were
For those who don't want to
He talked about his family, and going down the dirt road by my
~ravel in body, only in spirit, there the problems he was having. It
cousin's house followed by police
is always the travel agent job. · seemed as though he had told me cars.
Training and salaries vary from his entire life story during the short
About a half an hour later I
agency to agency.
trip.
heard gun· shots coming from the
arroyo behiml my house. Curious
as hell, I called my cousin to see
what was going on.
The man who had given me a ride
earlier that morning went crazy and
shot his wife and two dhildren.
The gun shots I heard behind my
house were from a shoot between
the man and the police. During the
shoot out, the man, who was locked
in his house, commited suicide.
When I found out who the man
was that killed himself was, I was
shocked. That morning he was
calm, although he poured out' his
problems to me.
With this, I went to the tny
refrigerator and poured the beer he
gave me down the sink.
After this experience, I thought
twice before I ever asked for a ride
again.

the student body of
The University of New Mexico
To hear about some unusual career opportuni.ties available to men and women-while .they stay in school and
after they graduate. Marine Corps career programs-in
data processing, telecommunications, avionics, finance,
business management, to name just a few-are among
the best offered in or out of the military. Find out ail the
facts, when we visit your campus:

November 2 & 3
Student Union Building
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Council Candidates
To Speak on Mall
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I am a dorm resident and a
sophomore at the College of
Nursing. As a senator, l would like
to represent the often forg~tten
north camp"us undergraduates
(College of Nursing and College of
Pharmacy) as well as ·the dorm
residents.
I feel that the ASUNM Senate is
confronted with three major tasks:
1. The formulation and passing
of policy beneficial to the students
atUNM.
2. Action as spokesmen for the
student body.
3. Dealing with finances in the
best interests of the students.
Definite academic policies need
to be set for closed week con·
cerning class assignments, exams
and new. material. People who are
working during the day and would
like to continue their education, but
can't get the right classes at night,
need to be spoken for.
Groups that submit budget
requests need to be more
thoroughly evaluated to help set
ASUN M priorities.

Candidates Solomon Brown and Mel Aragon for City Council
district 3 will appear at an ASUNM sponsored Candidate's Day
discussion today. The two candidates will be discussing issues on the
mall from 12:30 to 2:30p.m .
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See page 8 for mol"ll on New York City.
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GRAND OPENING
Nov. 4th & 5th

Photo by Koren Panagakoa
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The University and some surrounding residential areas are in
district 3.
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Neither Brown nor Aragon received the required 40 per cent of the
vote, necessitating R run-off election which will take place Nov. 8.
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Final Day

SALE
Men's Traditional Silodium Ring

•

ONLY $59.95.
Regularly $77.00

JIRTQlRVED RING DAY
That's when. the ArtCarved representative will be here to
help you select your custom-made college jewelry. It's
also the day you can charge your ArtCarved college
jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard

10:00-4:00

Student Book
Store
2l22 Central SE

•

printed In The Dally Lobo ncce!Saril)'
rep:cc;seats the vfews of the University of New
Mexloo,
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Bojangling In Jazz Town, U.S.A.
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Endors~s

After interviewing each Interested candidate and reviewing the
platforms of each candidate, the LOBO editorial board is endorsing the
-~
>< following candidates:
0
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Elva R. Benson
Tom Fisher
Stephany LeMay
Kristi Hall
Jacob Vipil

man Bojang/es and he'd dance for
you, in worn out shoes."

DOONESBURY

VARS11Y
WCK~ROOM

0

By TIM GALLAGHER
-,
LOBO Editor
NEW ORLEANS - "I knew a

The words told one story. The
lines in the faces of the two elderly
Black persons begging coins on the
corner of Royal St. and Toulouse
St. in the French Quarter of New
Orleans rold quite another.
The ballad whistled through the
old man'.s sporadically toothed
mouth. The voice croaked and
ref\lsed to hit the high notes, Too
many nights of cheap bourbon. He
leaned against a cracking, pink
building and the old woman
propped up by the building, held
him up. She banged her tambourine
intermittently and pleaded for coins
with it the rest of the time.

.. ANO SO @JIEN I 7lJL/1711EM
THIIT I HAO CONTACTS WITH
SOMe TYFYCJIL CO/.lf.6e STil-

i l1£N7!;, 1HEiY aiCNT /A/Ito/ I'Ve

: BEcatf/3 SO!<T OF 711!3 RES!-

Joe Gorman
.John Kelso
David McCrane
Mimi Swanson
Nellie White

" /JtNT Y(){ffH eXPI3f(T AT
CBS NEIAIS/ ""-,.,

We feel that these candidates will be the most effective, ·
They will inject new blood into a tired senate. We think their ideas
and platforms reflect an innovative spirit that will make the senate a
responsive governing body.
For the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NMPIRG)
Board of Directors the LOBO endorses the fallowing candidates:

"Silver-haired, andbaggy pants,

Jack Fortner
JaneSawey
Mark Liebendorfer
Matthew Trujillo
These candidates have a good hold on what it takes to make PIRG an
influential voice in New Mexico. Their ideas are sound and we believe
they are willing to devote the needed hours to PIRG projects.
WE WOULD LIKE to also say a few,words about endorsements.
As you can see, about 75 per cent of this page is devoted to endorsing candidates for various positions. We are sure each group has its
own reasons for endorsing the candidates each has chosen. That is,
most groups endorse the candidates they think will help them the most.
But during our editorial board meeting we decided that we should
urge students to make up their own minds.
We have endorsed the candidates we feel are the best qualified to
serve the needs of all students, not just those of particular special interests. We think you students should do the same.
DON'T VOTE FOR a candidate simply because the candidate has
promised to get money for new hitching posts in the SUB. Vote for the
candidates who will do the best job for all students.
Although we often come down hard on the ASUNM Senate and
PJRG, it is only because we take them seriously and expect students to
do the same.
The best way to take this election seriously is to simply vote.
If you complain a Jot, do something about it. If you only like one
candidate, that's fine. Vote for one. But please let's try and get the
most qualified candidates into office.

The Ground Floor
UNM stud<!nts may soon find a new way to gettheir kicks.
Soccer at UNM might be raised to NCAA status next year if the
Athletic Department can find a way to squeeze another $10,000 out of
its already tight budget. The $10,000 is what UNM soccer club officials
estimate the team would spend for travel on six road trips and home
game expens~s.
.
·WE THINK THE money would be wisely spent.
Soccer is boqming all over America. Some of the lords of America's
present major sports are predicting that soccer might soon draw regular
crowds as large as other major professional sports. More than 70,000
spectators attend the North American Soccer League championship
game.
And more youngsters are turning to soccer for their top choice in
little league athletics. In Albuquerque, there are about 1,BOO kids
playing soccer this fall and the number will grow by about 50 per cent
next year if the trend continues. There is also a tremendous wealth of
talent among the youngsters and we believe American kids will soon be
competitive with kids from other countries where soccer is a mainstay
in the sports' diet.
IT STANDS TO REASON that many excellent soccer players will be
growing up in New Mexico during the. next few years and will head
elsewhere for college if UNM does not have a competitive program.
Soccer is a relatively inexpensive sport and if it achieves financial
success at other schools in the conference because of winning teams,
UNM will be hard pressed to build a winning team.
We think UNM should find the money for a soccer team and get in on
the ground floor of what will probably be a financially successful
venture.
Who knows? Maybe Lavon McDonald will have to move Lobo
football games to afternoon starts so the soccer team can play at nipht.

"

FOR A/3C!
I

Dorms·
Editor:
The Resident Hall Stud!lnt
Association endorses for ASUNM
Senate: Scott Reynolds, John B.
Kelso, Cornelia White, David
McCrane, Mimi Swanson, Elva
Benson and R. J, Laino.
For PIRG Board of Directors: Lili
Bird, Viki Marquez, Norman Todd,
Jack Fortner and Matthew Trujillo.

ATM
Editor:
The ATM Business Association
endorses the Coalition party for
ASUNM Senate.

Kiva Club
Editor:
The Kiva Club endorses the
Coalition party slate for the
ASUNM election.

Blue Key
Editor:
The UNM Chapter of Blue Key
National Honor Society endorses
Jack· Fortner and Jane Sawey for
NMPIRG Board of Directors.

Albq Rugby
Editor:
The Albuquerque Rugby Club
endorses the Coalition party slate
for the ASUNM Senate.

Tennis Team
Editor:
The UNM tennis team endorses
the Coalition party slate for
ASUNM Senate.

.LOBO editorial phone 277·565~
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Edltor·ln·chlef: Tfm Gallagher
Managing Editor. Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: -Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner

Copy Editor:: Koren Wal&lon
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
EDITORIALS; Unsigned editorials rep·esent a maJority opinion of the LOSO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent I he oplnlori of the author and dO
not necessarily reflect the view of the editorial board.
LETTERS: letters to lhe editor must be typed, and signed with the author's name,
signature, address, and telephone number, Letters to -the editor .should be no longer man
300 words although exceptions Will be made if the topic warrants so, Only the name of ~he
aUthor will be printed and names will not be wllhheld.
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed With I he author's name, signature, address and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer thari 500 words. Only the nama
of author will be printed and names will not be withheld,
All sUbmissionS become tho property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO ~nd will be edited
only for length or possibly libelous content. If any changes are made, the authOr will be con•
tacted to discuss changes.

The birthplace of jazz was the
stage for beggars -singing the tale of
a man a lot like themselves.
The tourists walked by. Some
dropped spare coins into the
tambourine. Men' in suits steered
their wives across the street going to
Pat O'Brien's or AI Hirt's place.
Those were the homes for the new
New Orleans. The tourist New
Orleans. The money-making New
Orleans.
For $4.70 you can buy two fourounce watered-down drinks in La
Strada on Bourbon St. and listen to
the smooth voice of Clarence
"Frogman " Henry. You can also
listen to the smooth "Frogman" try
to .talk you into buying an
autographerd album for $6.50.
"Hey, man, like I don't have too
much bread." "Well you don't

Down Bourbon St. "See Chris
Owens, the toast of-New Awlens,"
bawls the barker. "The lovely,
talented Miss Chris Owens will
perform just for you." The poster
depicts a large-breasted women in a
low-cut sequin gown, smiling coyly.
She wears too much mascara. Her
hair needs washing.
"C' mon in here. Men and
women alike. See never-before seen
explicit sex acts on stage. How
about you sir, bring the little lady
inside. ••
The barker, probably a Tulane of
LSU drop-out who couldn't face
the. folks at home, holds the door
open wide. Middle-aged men with
receding hairlines leer greedily into
the dimly-lit building. Wives cling
to their husbands' arms and gape at

In the Southwest, the custom of
"earth eating" in connection with
pilgramages to a Catholic shrine is
found only in the little Spanish
village of Chimayo, in northern
New Mexico.

chamber to the left of the main
altar and pay pennance to God.
El Santuario is well known
throughout the world and is known
as the "Lourdes of the Americas." ·

Each Good Friday, literally
thousands of Christians visit the
Santuario in Chimayo, to partake
of the blesesed earth found in a

Throughout the years, many
miracles and physical cures have
been attributed to the healing earth.
The earth, which is the main
concern of the people who travel

Editor:
The UNM Rugby Football Club
endorses the Coalition party for
ASUNM Senate.

'

Greeks

IINYIAIA'(, IT'S GOINe

TO BE A fi!IRP-H!T71N(J
-[)OCUMENJ"/IK'I ON 711£
UiTEsT CIIMPUS MrxJ!JS! IT
51KJ//to RUN SOM£T!Mc

'

Editor:
New Mexico chapter of the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws endorses the Coalition party and Mimi
Swanson and Greg Nioert for the
ASUNM Senate.

the young woman dancing lewdly
on stage.
"But most the time, l spend

inside this county jail.
drainks a bit."

711eNBC

Cuz I

Takec-Outec restaurant. Teriyaki
$1.35. Beef Ka-Bob $1.35. Corn on
the Cob 2 for $1.35, Cokes ,20-.30.40. A long, narrow stand in the
shape of a hot dog is a fixture on
every corner. Toothless old men, in
need of a shave, smile, "Hay, how
'bout a dog." Young, long-haired
men on the other corner, "How
'bout a rose for the pretty lady."
"T-SHIRT BONANZA, We Print
ANYthing." In all shapes and sizes,
and colors, "Grampa went to New
Orleans and all 1 got was this

crummy shirt.''

...~.

'7

The dog liP and died, he done up 8
and dies." Another coin.
o
Pat O'Brien's, 618 St. Peter St. !.\!.
"World-famous Hurricane." Tom, .:;:
the waiter, says, "You'll have to
leave a dollar. fifty deposit on each .8'
Hurrkane glass. You can get it ~
back at the bar, or you can just take
~
the ~lass home with you."

S'

"I heard someone ask him cp/ease, pleas(? wonclta dance?"
~

-

The crowd never thins, but the .!"
money docs. The old man and the :S
old woman start heading for home. '""'
The barker at La Strada recognizes
the tired face, "Benny, whatchou
been up to? Man r aitH seen you in a
long time." Benny doesn't say
much.

THANKSGIVING WEEKEND
IN LAS VEGAS

distances by foot, is supposed to
have great medical powers that can
cure pains, rheumatism, sadness,
paralysis, and is particularly useful
during childbirth.
The pilgrims carry back samples
of this earth in bottles or handerchiefs to give their friends and
relatives at home who are not well
enough to make the voyage.

·!

R/t Air Deluxe Accomodations
Champagne breakfast and many
other extras. 3 days and 2 nites

S151 00

'

per person db I. ace ..

Hawaii· All41slands
11 days and 10 nights. Deluxe
Tour. R/T Air Sightseeing,
many extras.
per person db I. occ.

Fiesta Mexico Y Acapulco,
Dec. 8 thru 18
Mexico City & Acapulco by
R/t Bus. 2 meals a day. Fiesta
of Our Lady of Guadalupe ...

Calf us for info.

Torres International
Travel Service, Inc.

The elements will by no means
' to
stop the people from the chance
walk to the shrine and ask God for
forgiveness.

'

Editor:
The
Interfraternity
and
Panhellenic Councils of UNM
endorse for the ASUNM Senate:
Tom Fisher, Krist.i Hall, Greg·
Nibert, Sam Sparks, Beth Smith,
Mimi Swanson, Leroy Warren,
Cornelia White and Nellie White.
We also endorse for PIRG Board
of Directors Jack Fortner and Jane
Sawey.

NORML

"The old soft shoe. "

Even though Holy Week is when
the small Spanish shrine receives
much of its visitors, people walk
great distances to it year round.
There is no age limit of the
people who make the yearly
journey on Good Friday. People six
to 86, line the streets of .Chimayo
eagerly awaiting a chance to enter
the church, say a prayer, then
partake in the ritual of the earth.

UNM .Rugby

1100 Candlaria N.E. 292-3340
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Ameronne
~dito~:

The League of Ameronne. endorses the Independent Reform
Party slate for ASUNM Senate.

Town Club
Editor:
Town Club endorses the
Independent Reform party slate for
ASUJIJM Senate.

Women

BSU

Editor:
The
Women's
Studies
Association endorses the Coalition
party slate for ASUN M Senate.

have to take it."

Pilgrimage to Santuario

{)![)I SAY
CBS? I
CBS? fJJHAT A
7HcrJGHT YOO SUP! I GI/ES5
S/1![) YOO
IT's BCC.41JSE I
WORkeD
/(}K)IIJ CR!JNKITE

--ENDORSEMENTS--

yeah that mother'd jump so high."

Editor:
The Black Student Union endorses Cornelia White and Nellie
White for ASUNM Senate.

Ski Team
Editor:
The UNM ski team endorses the
Coalition party ·slate for ASUNM
Senate.

New Blood?
Old Meat!
Editor:
When USDA SenatL'r Tad
Howington resigned from .:Jffice
last week, he warned U NM voters
to get rid of the type of ineffective
senate that we have how.
We believe that because Tad has_
be.en in senate for two years, there
must be considerable validity in his
advice: "Vote in new bloodl" ·
Accordingly, speaking from
senate experi•mce, we applaud and
join Tad's elfort h remind UNM
undergraduatP.s o1 the stench of
bad politicalr· eat. ·
Knnt Ghahremani
Maggie Martin
Ann Dunphy

.'

We know what's in ours
The finest goose down available, giving you
maximuDI insulation and lifetiDie resiliency
Come see our eomplete line of jaeliets by the
North Faee and Sie:t•:t•a Designs

~nuututu
QTij~lrt

6307 Menaul NEAcross from Coronado Cente1 ·

881-5223

come to Ned's.
Some places get to be famous just because it's fun to be there. South Station is one.
Ned's is another. People have known about Ned's for years. Famous for sandwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Nedjs has an inside ful1 ·of cozy booths,
and now an outside patio With cool shade, hanging plants and a fountain, And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's, And Friday afternoon, too.
Ned's is a good time. All the time. There's something for everyone. Something for
you, There's no place like Ned's!

4200 Central S.E.
255-0462

•

ankind's Graffiti

Before the Subway

By D.M.FLYNN
Asst. News Editor
Centuries before the appearance of "Kilroy was here"
Spanish conquistadores walked
hundreds of miles through
scores of deserts to record their
names on Inscription Rock at El
Morro, N.M.
Before the conquistadores
made their trek to the rock,
Indian civilizations inscribed a
series of petroglyphes on the
rock.
El Morro towers magestically
200 feet over the desert 120
miles west of Albuquerque.
Inscribed there are the carvings
of Juan de Onate, Diego de
Vargas, Kit Carson, the first
eastern European settlers in the
Southwest and dozens of
forgotten heroes and adventurers.
. Onate wrote, "Passed by here
the Governor Don Juan de
Onate, from the discovery of
the Sea of the Southe (Gujf of
California) on the 16th of

Translated, this Spanish inscription reads, "We passed by
hera, the Sergeant Maro Captain Juan de Al'chulata and Adjudant Diego Marlin Barba and
the Alforoz Agustin da Ynojos
the yea,. of 1636."

GAINS
CENTER
ATIRACTION
CORONADO CENTER
MALL-SAT. NOV. 5th
lOA.M.- 6 P.M.
SHOWING
LARGEST SELECTION
OF MOTORIZED BIKE
MAKES & MODELS
EVER.

5 European Brands 14 models
on display & demonstration.
GET UP TO 150 MPG OF FUEL.
Featuring the •••

Garelli motorized bicycle.
Layaway now
For
Christmas

A
R
E

L
-L

a

~
Ifria INTUDv. 't

7:30
only SO 4

~HSA lo~~;;;/ASUN~

LEAD & CORNELL SE
268-4557

7-"7::~'""~~...,~7:';~, ...,-"""·''''~---

. J

· Four Performances
at POPEJOY HALL
Saturday, Nov. 5th
&
Sunday, Nov. 6th
I :30 and 3 :30
each day

ell

Onate's inscription is believed
to be the oldest writing on the
1
rock, with the exception of the
j
Indian petroglyphes. But there
are inscriptions that carry dates
j of 1636, 1726 and 1849.
./, Although the· authors were
generations apart, their purpose
I was the same- to inscribe their
names on rock for future
l
·. i generations to read.
I Inscription rock is an in1
teresting trip for the historian
1
and tourist alike. The drive is
pleasant, with some of the
stale's most spectacular formations visible from the highway.
If time permits, there are ice
Lt. J. H. Simpson, an enginoer for tho U.S. Army, and R. H. Korn, a Phi/adolph/a al'tist.who rode with
caves on the way to Inscription
the army drawing pictures, wero the fil'st English-speaking people to make a rocol'd of Inscription
Rock.
rock. The. caves are just off
N .M. 53 and well marked with
multi-colored mesa several
April, 1605." The writing, like
Admission for adults is 50 signs.
miles a way. This trail can take cents and a booklet. explaining
the inscriptions of the dozens of
There is an admission charge
Spaniards who visited the rock,
anywhere from three to four some of the more prominent of $1.50 for adults and 75 cents
hours.
is in intricate 17th· century
inscriptions and sites along the for children under 12. The only
Spanish that has survived
centuries of wind erosion.
El
Morro
National
Monument, was estasblished in
1906. Since 'then .it has been
illegal to add any new inscriptions. From Albuquerque,
the monument is approximately
two hours away via west 1-40
and south on N .M. 53.
At the momument there is a
small campground and picnic
area. Supplies for campers, as
well as meals, are available at
Ramah, 13 miles from the
monument.'
A trail to the inscriptions lies
directly behind the visitors
center and travellers can choose
between two routes. The shorter
route, which is less than two
miles long, passes along a water
pool and the inscription. This
route takes between 40 and 60
minutes depending on how
much time the visitor taskes in
rea!fing the inscriptions.
A longer route, for the more
enterprising tourist, goes lo the
top of the rock. There are two
large pre-Columbian ruins,
from the top of the formation
there is a spectacular view of the
water pool and Los Gigantes, a

j

cftndrocle~

PLUS
The ACT Mime Troupe
in
THE COMEDIANS

Sec what happens when Androclcs meets one of the
funniest lions of all times in a delightful new version
of this classic tale, "Androdcs and ThL' Lion," featuring
such ACT favorites as Cathy Cravens, Anna Constantz,
Tom Beaver, Ken Bibeau, Sharon McCohnell at1d
Sara Voorhees.

.

',!

El Mol'ro National Monument, a sandstono formation, l'ises dramatically 200 feet above tho gl'ound.
For centuries pro-Columbian civilizations, conqulstadoros, so/dial'S and adventul'ers catVed their

na~nesuponthesldesoftheroc~

ACT

Tickets at Popejoy Hall Box Office· 277·3121
And All Ticket Master Outlets
For further information, caR A.C.T. at 268-6561

~

porous rocks, the icc is a nine- l:i.
8
foot wall that covers one entire b
side of the cave. Algae grows .on ~.
the ice, cmitling an eerie tint of ';:,
green and white in a cold and g.
uiet atmos here.
:?
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By
Rachel
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Inn-credible
Offer. ·
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1
1r····------~------,
Buy one Rtzza1
1 get the next struiller stze free. 1
I when
Pizza Inn's irroslsllblo pizzas era now IWico as tomptlng. With this coupon,
I
you buy any giant, large or modium size thin crust pizza Of any largo sl:z:o I
I thick crust
plua at tho regular monu price, we'll glvo you one pizza of tho noxt
number of Ingredients and tho samo typo crust froo.
1
I smaller size with equal
Presont this coupon with guost ch&ck.
1
Vnlldthru:
'0; 774 ; ..... 1
INN-1
Novembar9, 1977 .r:
.1.-t.&.LI ®.I

L

-----------------

1240 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
5555 Montgomery N.E.
3040 Juan Tabo

296·0588
881-1018
298-6868
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"'\Wve got a feeling you're gonna like us."©

CHRISTMAS
FLIGHTS
WINTER
CHARTERS
Think now fly later
reservations at:
INTERCONTINENTALTRAVELCENTRE

265-9860
I 07 Girard S.E.
open 9a.m.- 9p.m. for your convenience
• OUR SERVICES ARE FREE •

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Are You Planning
to Learn to Ski
Second Semester?

LOBO

Dixon

IN ADV ANCE-$1.25 or $1.00 for groups of 10 or more
All Tickets $1.50 DAY of PERFORMANCE

accesible cave lies a short walk
from the visitor center through
a vast lava bed.
Kept at a
perature of 31
.
_pf cold air •
•

"'
"'"'

1.

Photos
"by
'Bill "Hayden

way is available at the tourist
center for 25 cents.

· 1

Albuquerque Children's Theater
PRESENTS

·--·1

all
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Employme-~t

Opportunities.
Openings are now available in nuclear power,
engineering, aviation, business management,
civil engineering and nursing. Starting pay
and allowance is $12,000. Bonuses in select
fields. Medical. and dental care is provided.
For further information call (505) 766-2335 or
send' resume to Navy Information Team, P.O.
Box 8667, Aibuqnerque, NM 87108.

Get much more skiing for your money by buying season
ski and tram tickets now. Save approximately 10% by
buying before November 30, Remen:tber, ... no waiting to
purchase daily tickets and more tirne on the slopes. If you
are taking the second semester ski course you will save a
lot of money by buying a season ticket now.
• Master Charge • American Express • Visa

SANDIA PEAK
Albuquerque
No. 19 Tramway Loop NE Phone 296·9585
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The E es Have It

CAESA.R'S

00
Now Open!

home of the italian style hot dog
Menaul

ltilllilln style sausage
sandwiches
Italian style meatball
sandwiches

Italian style hot dogs
Italian sausage
sandwiches
Italian style roastbeef
sandwiches

the obo11e 2 served
IAAt!J a specfaf Italian

the above 3 all served
wltl1 ~pperB, onfons,
and potatoes

tomato sauce

phone orders accepted

"-- ---n am to 9
•

New MBxlco

NM

tl,!''!"

Public Jo1oraat Aosoarch Group

..-..;..~· ......
-

.

• Grad Students
• Undergrads
• Law Students

~

Vote For NMPIRG
Board Of Directors

Wed. Nov. 2nd
9-Spm

•
>,

Us tn';~da·
CHOICE
_, w

H

uo./ITCO llTUOC!NTO

doing more ••• for the
whole student body!
* A new budgeting format to help prevent deficits in
ASUNM committees
*A stronger lobby effort in Santa Fe last spring that
helped obtain funding for a new mechanical
. engineering building & an increase in general
funding for UNM
*A proposal now before the Intramural Department to
lengthen gym & pool hours for student·use
• Creation of a city-lobby effort that resulted in city
involvement in pedestrian safety for the university
area
* An on-campus recycling program
* Establishment of a Senate Office & promotion of
senators' office hours for-greater student input
* ASUNM Day this past semester to help bring Student
Government closer to the students
* Increased membership in funding for & emphasis on
the operations of the ASUNM Office of Research &
Consumer Affairs
• Workshops, active liasons, & regular meetings that
- have increased Senate communications with the
faculty & administration
* Establishment, constitutionally, of a special reserve
fund to prevent beginning-of-the-year deficits

USDA is proud of its record in Senate-We hope you are, too!
VOTE· WED. NOV. 2
FOit ASUNM SENATE
MIMI 5WAN50N l~lJ
[lnwmhrnll

~COTT

REfN010$[.1bl

SPA~KS [111]

CORNiliA lNIUT( ;~1':';

oqu ~Miflf [.t5[

UIIOV WA.MIN !•41

SAM

NtUill. WHill[mt

ByKORENPANAGAKOS
LOBO Copy Editor
I sat peering out of the window
of the Boeing 747, waiting to land
iri the Newark, New J erscy airport
when I spotted the Statue of Liberty
standing majestically on Liberty
Island, her lights flickering in the
dark sky. A chill ran through my
bones - Yes, that was the Big
Apple. I nudged the passenger
sitting next to me. "Look at all the
lights," I said, "Isn't it amazing?"
He let out a groan, pouring dol\ 11
the last of his double scotch as wnc
most of the other passengers. I shut
up, but my enthusiasm still ran
high .
After landing in the airport, I
went to my aunt's house in
Livingston anticipating my first trip
to New York. I called an old friend
who had transferred to NYU and
made a date to meet her in Port
Authority the next morning.
The bus ride into New York was
quick - so quick that I got·there
half an hour early. I got off the bus
standing in a dark, empty tunnell
looking for my friend who was
nowhere to be found. The other bus tunnel. "I can't look anyone in the
passengers had left heading toward eyes. I can't look anyone in the
the stairwells to take them out to eyes," I repeated to myself over
the streets of New York. This called and over.
Fifteen minutes of agony later,
for drastic action since I didn't
want my life to come to an end in my friend showed up. "You didn't
this seedy tunneL My mind worked look at anyone did you?" she said.
"No,"
rapidly and I realized that the best
thing to do was to. call my friend. I
We headed down the stairs
too_k the ragged piece of paper OIJ toward Times Square as she exwhich I had scnbbled her phone-· · plained the eye theory to me.
number out of my pocket, and
"That's the first thing I learned
proceeded to head down the stairs when I came to New York " she
into the Port Authority building. I said. "Sorry I forgot to t~ll you
smiled c·heerf~lly at the people I aboutthat."
.,as,•e; .vho JUSt glared at me.
The street was crowded and hot
"Deneg~nerates," I said to myself. An 8th Avenue bum reached out t~
The phone rang and a strange grab me. I swerved around him
'
voice came on. "Is Taffy there?" I escaping his grasp.
asked.
.
.
"Degenerate," I said to myself.
"No. She JUSt left to p1ck up her
friend at Port Authority."
"Well, I'm the one she's picking
up and I've never been in New
In tram ural deadlines for co-ree
York ,before and. peo pie keep
'basketball'
and co-ree innerfilbe
staring at me, and I think I'm going
waterpolo
and billiards and
to get killed."
bowling
are
today.
Entries are due
"WeJI, go back to where you're
by
5
p.m.
at
the
IM
office, room
supposed to meet her and whatever
you do, don't look at anyone 230 of Johnson Gym.
Comptetition for both co-ree
straight in the eyes."
activities
begin Monday, Nov. 7.
"Why?"
Singles
competition in billiards
"They'll think you're asking for
will
be
Saturday,
Nov. 5 in the SUB
it. 1 t
game
room,
and
bowling will be
"Asking for what?"
at
Iceland Bowl,
Nov.
7,
8,
and
9
He didn't reply, but I took his
5110
Copper
NE.
wise advice and went back to

1-M Deadlines

Photo by Koran Panagokoa

Every
Wednesday Is
University
Night!·,
$100 admission and
50c skate rental with
validated ID
Public Sess-ion_. ,
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That Los Angeles Freeway • • •

By DOLORES WOOD
LOBO News Editor
Going to Los Angeles with some
classmates seemed an exciting
prospect for ll sophomore in college
whose worldly travels since the
seventh grade had consisted of
nothing but trips to Leedey, Ok.
with her parents.
The Society of Professional
Jou~nali~tsLAwash. having its conventwn m
t at year, so four of
us decided to go and see what the
big-name news people were like in
person. Two of us drove, and the
other two (the ones with the money)•'
flew.
·
Getting there was no problem.
But the size of the city and its
strange highways were hard for a
back-mesas Albuquerquean • to
take.
- LA is set up with the most
confounded set of highways
allowable under the law. A woman
can be driving down Highway 10
when all of a sudden it jumps out of
her lane and a median separates her
from it. An just about when she
had decided to get off the freeway
and try to find out where she
messed up, that damned highway
right back into her lane with no
more warning than when it left:
Then just when she learns to
remain calm while the highways are
jumping around, a fog as thick as
frijoles refritos sets in to keep her
from reading the signs until she is
on top of them.
Despite the two-and-a-half-hour
drive through the city, we made it
to the hotel. The convention was a
rather predictable standard fare.
T.he days were filled with
discussions on journalistic morals
and ethics, the nights with drinking
and general debauchery. Most of
the big-name writers forgot to
come. •
The real excitel]lent though, was

the trip back. We left at about 1
a.m. so that we could get a head
start on the traffic. My biggest
mistake had been taking my Vega,
which in top form could go for
about two weeks without a repair.
1· had taken the wrong turn
somewhere and ended up near the

I decided to walk to the ga'
station I had seen on the way to tlw
ramp. 1 passed the glaring eyes or
oeveral young men as I approached
the station. The attendant was very
helpful. Right away he agreed to
come and look at the car,- for $15
-that was for looking. If he had to
touch anything ... well, who could
tell?
.J
I considered his offer, Realizing
· ~ that we had about $40 between us, I
figured we might have enough for
him to run around the car, maybe
kick the tires once and tell us we

Queen Mary. Knowing that we
hadn't seen it on the way in, we
decided to back track to the place
where we had turned off. !took the
nearest exit, turned down several
side streets into a rough-looking
neighborhood, Just as I entered the
freeway ramp, the car died.
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ASUNM
SENATORS
! ELECTION
**
1 Nov. 2, 9·5
!*
POLLING P-1.ACES

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
UNffi Students: The Deo.dline to Rppl_y
for Admission for Spring 1978 Is Wednesdo._y,
November 30, 1977
Applico.tlons o.re o.vo.!lo.ble In the
College of Fine Arts Advisement Center.
Fine Arts Center, room 1103.
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Business School
SUB
North Campus

Davis' Lawn
La Posada
Gelogy

The Cultural PrograJD CoJDJDittee
The University of New Mexico ·

M-F 12-3 and 8-10 pm
Sat 2-4 and 7-10 pm
Sun 2-4 and 8-10 pm

For information call:
David Foster
455-2715
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Popejoy Hall
cprocl~~Jon
by

Jerry Apodaca
Governor
Stale of New Mexico
Santa Fe. New Mexico
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we've kept our promises

"

~
'?

needed a tow truck to Hike it back
to the station for a thorough check.
I decided against accepting his help.
I returned to the car and was
discussing calling our friends back
at the hotel to send help, when a
man approached the car.
"I'm from the community alert
service," he said, "roll down your
window." I opened the window a
crack, and asked him if he knew
anything about cars. "Not a whole
lot; roll down your window."
I was beginning to &et suspicious,

.. Dmnjj more
forth(' who/(' ~ILJdt•t1t hotly"

us d a
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Thursday, November 3, 8:15p.m.- The Arena

Tickets~ Reserved S5.00; Gen. A-dm. Advance S3.00 ~At the door S4.00
UNM Stndenfit, Faeulty/Staff,Seniors & Kids-l/2 Priee
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Bus Depots: A. Terminal Case
By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Stoff Writer
Pasty-faced and blinking, people
emerge from the bus into the cold
fluorescent light of the depot.
"All right folks, we have passed
into Central Standard Time here in
Oklahoma City; the time is now
l :30 a.m. Please remain seated until
the bus comes to a 'halt, Thank you
for riding with us," blares from the

anonymous driver's seat and
awakens the pa~sengers from fitful
dozes .
Children whine and bicker while
tired parents try to gather them and
the a~sorted luggage around them
for disembarking.
The night is extraordinarily black
as lights bounces off the windows
of the depot. Relatives and friends
arc there for many, waiting to

----------------------------
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Wednesday: lngmar Bergman's

The Silence

The loud speaker squawks,
shoulder the sleepy children and around the pinging movements of
starling
the worn travelers out of
help with the awkward suitcases the pin balls.
The faces of the waiting their blank stares as the accentless
and shopping bags, filled with extra
passengers
are tired; their eyes not voice drones out the names of small
pillows and graham crackers. The
focusing
beyond
the distance towns. At every name, a couple of
adults hand over. the clutter, still
between
them
and
their
luggage. people stand up and shuffle over to
seemingly unaware that the bus ride
They
sit
not
in
the
rigidly
plastic the specified gate. They wait
is over. It is easy to tell the long
distance travelers from the others; seats, their bags clustered close patiently, baggage in hand, for the
they walk away unsteadily, trying around them like a little wall--the flat nose of the bus to c.ase into its
to compensate for the rolling of the last remnents ·of privacy in a loading berth.
Smiling a bit, even breaking into
blatantly
shelterless
and
bus.
with others, they stand
smalf-talk
deliberately
exposing
room.
Every city has a particular flavor
more
cheerfully
as the intermidable
Wrinkles,
frowns,
jowls
and
to its depot but the similarities
waiting
comes
to
an end.
creepy
skin
are
emphasized
and
override all the minor differences.
As
the
bus
rolls
in, the waiting
unnaturally
noticeable
in
the
white
Inevitably, at any hour of the day,
passengers
laughter
and chatter
in any city, the pinball machines, shadowless depot. All the
intensify.
They
pass
handbags
and
located in a corner, have clusters of passengers seem to have a perpetual
young, "tough" boys playing them 5 o'clock shadow--their gender ~oats from arm to arm, shifting
as if their reputations were staked makes no difference. They sag in their weight back and forth. They
on the games. They move as a their seats, sighing heavily as if ready themselves to push and elbow
group, fluidly around the every breath is an effort in the their way to a comfortable seat to
plump themselves down before
machines, like a tide pulling them airless room.

• • •
!corn, from page 9)

when he dropped his alert-service
membership card through the
crack. "See, it's all right. Roll
down your window." The
photograph on the card looked as
though it had been cut out by an

7:00 o.nd <1:15
Thur.: Go.ty Dobermo.n o.nd his films

The Union

Cltooseyoursecond
calculator. first.
Choose the new HP-29C
from Hewlett-Packard ..

The new HP-29C could be the last calculator
you'll ever need. Because it has the programming
pnwer nf calculators costing much more-and it
has Continuous Memory.
Saves your programs and data.
Switch the ~alculator off, then lln and your pro·
hlcms arc still there, ready to solve your programs
day _after day. The HP-29C's Continuous Memory
rctams the data stmed in 16 of its 30 addressable
registers and in the display register.

I '

Wr\te programs of 175 keystrokes.

Ea~function-tme, two, three, l1r fi.1ur keystrokes
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uiresonly one step of program memory. And

98 steps of cont~nunus program memory,
that means ynu can easily write programs of 175
key rokcs or longer.

PoJerful programming features.
Tht HP-29C gives you ctmditional branching,
thre~ levels of ~ubroutines, indirect addressing,
relative addrcssmg, labels, increment/decrement
contlitinnals, pause, indirect storage register
ar,lthmctic, and more.
,

i
t

Review your program quickly and easily and

1

insert or delete opemtions as necessary. You can
even run your program one step at a time and
check intennediate answers.
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special ~

___student;:-

Sooner or later, chances arc you're going to buy
a. Hewlett-Packard calculator. And the sooner
t~e better.

C~me in and see the new HP-29C Advanced

b'~r;$T95~ble with Continuous Memory today.

(HOLMAN'S,

/y~t ~~c,.\$169 95

INC~

sale ends Nov. 11, 1977
4Dt WYOMING
BLVD. NE 2Ei5-79Bt
Open Mon-Fri 8-5:30 Sat 8:30-4:30
Mastercharge, Visa, and American Express acce ted
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Easy editing.
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autistic two-year old. I resolved not
They had solicited the aid of a
to roll down the window.
mechanic who had crashed the
l told him we had friends coming convention, and who looked as
to help us and that we appreciated though he hadn't seen the light of
his offer, but there was nothing he day in a straight condition for
could do for us. He hesitated, then years. He looked at the car but
turned to leave. Before he left, he couldn't tell what was wrong. He.
placed a flare behind the car.
promised to look at it in his shop b
I was feeling thoroughly ashamed the morning.
of myself for being so suspicious,
We called a tow truck. The driver
when a Los Angeles State Police car · was a considerate fellow. He didn't
drove up behind us. The officer want us to have to stay up any later
a~ked ~s what was wrong. I told
than necessary so he drove along at
htm I dtdn't know but that my car 70 mph with my car flappin. along
had broke on entering the freeway. like a flag in the breeze. I called to
I asked him if there was a Com- his attention that he was losing my
munity Alert Service in LA. "I friends who were following in a car.
never heard of one," he said. "Call He just said notto worry.
your friends from the call box over
When I could no longer see them,
there, then lock your doors and roll I mentioned the fact that the girl
up your windows. You're in Watts, driving the car had the money to
the worst ghetto slum in Los pay for the tow. I never saw a man
Angeles." Then he left to go to the slow down so fast on the freeway.
scene of a car crash.
We arrived at · the mechanic's
After the kind assistance from
the officer, the stroll over to the call shop which was also in Watts, then
box was extremely pleasant at 2 went back to the hotel to crash for a
a.m. The operator at the sheriffs couple of hours. When we drove
office told me she could not get me back to the shop, the mechanic and
a direct line with the hotel, but that his partner saw that the cable to the
she would call my friends and give fuel pump had broken loose so that
them my location. It was two hours it wasn't getting any gas. They fixed
before they could find a ride to it in about 30 minutes and refused
any money for it.
where we were.

I

,·

TheBRTRVU$MoPED
A recerl national consumer publication rated Holland's BATAVUS the #1
MoPED in the country.
• .

It didn't surpnse us. You see, we at BATAVUS have been mak•ng MoPEDs
since 194B. So_ by now we're pretty good. That's why we call the BATAVUS
MoPED "Our Little Dutct> Treat'' ... Treat yourself to one soon

-:::J...I..H\opec:l

A Travel/in'
Man
.
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
To UNM Sports Information
J)irector Johnny Gonzalez,
travelling is a necessity. Sitting
behind his. desk at his office in the
South Complex, Gonzalez begins to
plan for his "advance" travel on
Monday mornings.
By definition, the advance involves the SID going to the town of
the team the Lobos are to play and
supply its press with infonnation on
UNM.
In· an interview, Gonzalez
outlined the advance to the·
University of Colorado when they
hosted the Lobos on Sept. 24.
"On Monday morning,"
Gonzalez said, "I had my news
releases and stats with me and
communicated with the sm office
at Boulder. Basically, we exchanged
stats and went over the itinerary for
the week. The stats I received from
Boulder were for the press luncheon
that day with coach Mandt.''
Gonzalez said that is what
basically went on on Monday.
On Tuesday morning, Gonzalez
took the first flight to Denver, and
upon arriving at Stapleton Airport,
he picked up his rental car.
Gonzalez checked into his hotel,
then went over the material he
brought prior to attending what is
known as the Big-Four Huddle in
Denver.
The Big-Four Huddle is the S!J)'s
of Colorudo State, Colorado, the
Air Force Academy and Wyoming
meeting at the Denver Holiday Inn
with the SID's of the schools each
mentioned team is playing at home.
Gonzath went over what
material he took as he explained,
"Even though the mailer has
already been sent out, I always take
a couple of extra copies for those
who didn't get one or who lost it."
The mailer is a made up of stats
and general information on the
game the press usually follows.
Gonzalez went on to say, "I took
depth . charts, about two-dozen
press books and two to four
cannisters of film for the television
stations of the most current Lobo
football game. I took plenty of
photos. I took .Photos of key
players, posed pictures, action,
mugs and game action. I also took
NCAA guide books and the
rpeorting book for the NCAA
which must be filled out after the
game.''

and did taped intervtews, After
that, his work was basically don~
for Tuesday.
"On Wednesday," he said, "I
went to the outlying towns around
Denver and hit the little
newspapers. I sat over lunch and
talked a lillie about the team."
On Thursday, Gonzalez hit the
ones he missed the day before and
kept in touch with those he had
already been to.
Gonzalez said, "That Thursday,
I made sure all the reservations at
the hotel where the team was going
to stay at were made. I had to
reserve meeting rooms, talk to .the
catering service and so on. That
day, I also had to get runway
clearance at the airport so the bus
c011ld
up the team after they
got offpick
the plane.
By Friday, all of Gonzalez'
advancing is done. He then goes to
speaking engagements and lines up
interviews with Mandt and the
press.
"I made sure the press from
Albuquerque would receive its
credentials at the hotel or the will
call window at the stadium."
Finally, when the day o.f the
game arrived, Gonzalez had all of
the information he needed in front
of him.
"While in the press box,"
UNM Spor:ts Information
Gonzalez ~aid, ''I supplied Mike
Director Johnny GonRoberts of KOB with notes. I also
zalez takes time off from
kept track of any records that were
broken or streaks that were on the
his advance travel to
line."
help with basketball's
photo day.
"When
we
arrived
in
Gonazlez also took photos of Albuquerque from Denver that
players from the surrounding area night, I had to go to my office and
fill out the NCAA sheet and the
where the Lobos were playing.
Western
Athletic Conference sheet.
"After I arrived at the Big-Four
it
takes me till two or three
Even
if
Huddle," Gonzalez said, I
in
the
morning,
I do it. The WAC
distributed the material to the
report
has
to
be
in by Sunday at
broadcast media and the other SID.
noon."
I then made sure my assistant, Del
Jones, had set up the phone interview with coach Mondt back in
Albuquerque."
Each coach is asked to call in and
questions arc asked by the press
who are attending the get together.
About five to seven minutes are
given to each coach to talk concerning the team.
After leaving the Big-Four
Huddle, Gonzalez went to the local
Denver TV stations and took the
film to get it transcribed on tape.
Upon leaving the stations,
Gonzalez went to the radio stations

tttll/ :.::..~P.
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5307 Menaul
east of San Mateo
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"88 hour test"
9:00a.m.
Rooms Designated on
Confirmation Card

-j~~~~~~~~~ij"i~~iji~~~~~!!!~~::~~
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Jacob Vigil
Position 11

Terry Dean
(Senate Assistant)
P9sltion 21

1

Lobbying the Campus Planning Committee to use any parking fee increase exclusively
for creating additional parking.
2 Lobbying with the Administration to end the practice of considering faculty/staff
permit requests ahead of students.
·
3 Funding for NORML by ASUNM to expidite a City referendum on reforming Marajuana
Laws.
·
4 A Constitutional Amendment giving the Student Body the right to begin impeachment
' proceedings on ASUNM officials by petition.
,
5 A Constitutional Ammendment requiring Senators to schedule their classes around the
evening Senate meeting.
6 Lobbying the Administration to end the infamous Bell Curve in Arts and Sciences.
7 Considering for funds in order of a priority ranking based on dues-paying membership,
matching funds from non·ASUN M sources, the number students actually served, and
project effectiveness ratings.
8 Zero-Based budgeting for funded organizations.
9 Reform of the Censure Act, making it easier to deny voting and speaking rights to
absentee Senators.
·
10 The Constitutional Ammendment on the ballot that would lower the number of Senate
vacancies necessary to have a special election.
11 Increased funding for large student-involving activities, such as Homecoming.
12 Publication of Senate Voting and Attendance Record monthly in the LOBO.

r
I.
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UNDERGRADUATE
ASSESSMENT
PROGRAM

VOTE INDEPENDENT REFORM FOR A CHANGED STUDENT GOVERNMENT
WORTHY OF YOUR INTEREST AND INPUT
WE ADVOCATE:

we've restored the aid Goodwill bldg.

r

November 5,1977
Is Test Day For The

Tom Fisher
Greg Nibert
(IN GUMBERT)
(Senate Assistant) Position 10
Bob Bodine
Position 23
(Senate Assistant)
Position 18

This Rockport classic is not your
garden variety squash. It's a unique
idea in soft, light design to give
true comfort for your tired feet.
Wide last design allows the foot to
spread and move naturally as you walk.
The unique flotation cushion, Wrapped in
soft leather lining. quickly molds to the
exact shape of your foot. With each step
you sink into this cushion. The imprint
that forms is the natural shape of )lOUr
foot. This squash footprint adds
unbelievable comfort inside a shoe. And
once your footprint sets; you have
designed your ow!l shoe.

.-

SATURDAY

.

Try a pair on
then hit the road.

3222 Central s.E 268·3949

REMINDER

$26.95'

OPEN SUNDAYS

323 Romero N.W.
In Old Town

WE OPPOSE:

1
2

The eletist;n currently rampant in Senate.
Appropriailon of scare funds to small special-Interest political groups unable to prove
student interest.
3 Cuts in LOBO funding designed to punish them for ASUNM reporting.
4 A Senate plagued by absenteeism and walkout maneuvers.
Paid for by the Independent Reform Party
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R~tea1 15c pet word per d~y. Jl minimum.
5 ot mote consecutive d~ya,
9c per wotd pet-dQy
(no refunds If CQnceled before 5 Insertions).
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Makers of Hand Mad•
Indian J•welry

Term11 co.ah In o.dvance.
Peo.dlln•r.l2 noon fo1 next do.y'o po.p•r mcvron Ho.H rm, 105

OLDTOWN

PERSONALS

1.

.-1 ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT cootracep·
::>.. tlon, stcrlllwtion, abortion. Risht to Choose, 294·

~

Covered
.Vagon.

om.

1213
Orcedy7 Make il to Ned's on Wednesdays for their
Special Drin~ Night!
11/2
CONTACTS17 Polishing & solutions. Casey Optical
tfn
Cornpany, 255·8736.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED - close or personal
experience wllh Anorexia Ncurosu. All Information
coni1dential. C'ull collect 1·982·8408nfter S p.m. 11/4
PROFESSOR ROBERT LHNOERG of the Business
School will lecture on multi·nntlonal corporations;
Thurs,lay, Nov. 3, at 3:30 p.m. at the International
Center, 1808 I. us Lomns NE.
11/3
WHOLWWHEAT PIZZA with mushroom topping
for slice>. Wed, Nov. 2, Perry's Pl1.za, 2004 Centrni
S1;. Across from UNM. Thick squnrc Sic!ll~n pizza
by the slice & pnn.
11/2
WANT!ll>: Jurors for mock trial, evening November
17. 255·6810.
11/8

LOST AND FOUND

2.

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
fs
FOUND: 2 mo. old puppy on 10/26 ncar duck pond.
Identify & chtlm 277·5160 or 345-6939.
11/3
LOST: men's Burnsville class ring, Mitchell Hall, 2nd
floor restroom. 277·3786.
11/4

SERVICES

3.

QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete tYping and
cdltorlul system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
12/2
scholastic. Charts & tublcs. 345·212~.

o1?w _,_,n

1-SAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now,
PIONEER REPOSSESSED STEREO. Complete
Call PENM 842·5200,
tfn
stereo system, full si1.cd turntable, big speakers, big
AM/FM stereo, tape player. Assume payments,
TYPING; MA, English, on·campus. 296·8564.
fs
11/15
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 277·5907. fs • $7,82 per month. 268·4394,
TURNTABLES:
AR,
$50,00;
Dual
1218,
$75.00.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
Spea~ers: 2 quadraphonic, $50.00. Scott 299 Amp,
r~ports, proposals, ~cripts. Frauenglass Associates,
$$0,00, Oro-lux light, $15.00, Old turquoise brucelet
344-8344.
11/18
w/largestone. 247·8121.
1112
RllASONABLE TYPING SERVICE. Call268·4917.
BERTIN IO·speed, $210.00, Gary, 292.1799.
11/8
1112
CLEARANCE SALE on all merchandise. Shirts only
"The Way Of Hyperlon." This Is Pntnnjali OS
$3,50 or 2 for $6,00 at' California fashion Outlet,
Hyperlon. In My Outfit, The Yoga Empire, There Is
2318 Ccntrul SE, acros1 from ~ampus, 266-6872. 1118.
No Hero. Tllere Is No Heroin. We Follow Ideas Not
TOP DOGS: female, red & tan Dobermann puppies,
Men. Camel Follow, "The Way Of Hyperipn," In
$30,00, Male, $50.00, 265.9423,
11/7
The U.S.A,, Our Constitutional Convention Will Be
Called "Pntanjali's Contest Of The Songs." For In·
CASH PAID for baseball cards. Richard, 299·4687,
formation, Write Loretta Jones, c/o BSU Arbiter
11/10
(student newspaper), Boise State University, 1910
H{!RMES 10 typewriter. Elite type, excellent condi·
University Drive, Boi>c Idaho 83725.
11/2
lion, $200.00, 293·3250 weekdays.
11/8
GOLF CLUBS. Haig Ultras, bag & covers included,
used twice! $200.00. 293-3250 weekdays,
11/8

4.

FOR SALE.

HAYAY SHALOM
MAXEI,.L UD C·90 cassettes. $3.00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local delivery same week. Firefly, Box
7583,87104.256·1495.
12/2
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30,00 to $60.00, 441
Wyoming Nl!, 255-5987.
1/27
DRY MOUNT PRESS, to 36". $225.00. Leave
message, 268-5879. I 1/2

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

COPffiS

· NoMinimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

.•
~

buiterlifl!ld

Work in the PEACE CORPS, Ortega 233, 217·
5907. fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours flexible. Call S,l.A., 242-5261. 11/14
OVERSEAS JOBS· summer/year-round.l!urope, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500-$1200
monthly. Expenses paid, sightscei!Jg, free informa·
tion - write International Job Center, Dept. NB,
BoK 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704. 11/4
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately! Work at
home - no experience necessary - excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75231. 11/16
GIRLS: models needed; eusy hours, plenty of time
for homework. 1·5 p,m., 6t03 Menunl NE. 1112
WORK PART TIME, $400.00 monthly, Call 881·
4585,9-5 for information. I 1/4
PART TIME sales clerk & stocking, Must be over 21
years old. Apply In person. Saveway Liquor Stores,
5704 Lomas NE; 5516 Menu aI Blvd, NE. · I 118
PART TIME HELP wanted, 2·3 nights per week.
Perry's Pizza, 2004 Central SE.
1112
CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum
wage. Kitchen help sturting pay $2.65/hr. Waiter &
waitress openings available, super pay- super tips.
Apply in person, Coronado Cen1er. Part or full time,
1211
day or night shifts,

8.

0

TRAVEL

MISCELLANEOUS

m

a

ATTENTION: All rormer NCHO-NM Clinical
Education Interns, a special meeting on the future of
the program will be held at Chicano Studies on Wed.
Nov. 2, at 7 p.m.
1112
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Good food. Car·
pctcd, air conditioning. Apartment style living. 303
Ash NE, 243·2881.
1112
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NEW SONY TRINATRON. Unclaimed lay·a·way.
Color TV, brand new, guarantee, no down payment.
S7.75 per month till balance is paid off. 266·5871.
II II S
DUE TO Dl VORCE. Will sacrifice equity. Red
Classic Ill and attachments. Assume payments of
S7.00 month, new guarantee. 266-5872.
11/15

:do· it·yourself:
: framing :
: supplies i
•
•
•

Thousands ot ready·made frames
Pro·CL!t mats & mat boards
Dexter & l<·Acto mal cutters
Dry·mounllng presses & moterlals
Braquottes I l"ramtng hardware
Blenfang Non·Gias
Glare & non-glare glass
Old maslers & contemporary prints

•
:

1Oo/o Discount to Students
& Teachers with current I.D.

•
•

·····-.. "
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l ~ i) butterfil!ld

•

YOUR PERSONAL SERVICE

jer,;elers~J

IN CA.RDINAL PLAZA
2411 SAN PEDRO NE
'

·.

\

"~'

HAVE A REAL FOOD LUNCH at Baba's, 107 Mesa
SE (across from the Art building)-featuring fresh
sandwiches by the Fiddler's Three, Mountain High
Yougurt, natural sodas and fruit juices.
11/2

r-···········~···~~

•
•

Optical Co.

(!Vext door to Casey Rexall Drug;
Lomas at Washington 255-6329

Ladie's & Men's

: POORMANS
• PICTURE FRAMING .
L ••••••••••••••••
PICTURE FRAMING I READY•MAOE. FRAMES I FRAMING S.UPPLIES
3008 CENTRAL AVE, S.E,, ALBUQUERQUE, N.M, 87106 • 255-3239

20°/o
Off
men's
shop

•
•

•
•
•.

•
:

2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954

'

TODAY'S CBDSSWDBD PUZZLB
ACROSS

z

~
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Gas~y

BOOTS

EMPLOYMENT

CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? Think now, ny later,
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 9
a.m. to9p.m., 265·9860.
11/4
FREE TRAVEL SERVICE to students and faculty,
Information at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107
Girard Blvd. SE.
11/4
RIDES! RIDES I RIDES! lTC, 265·9860·
11/4
RIDES TO NYC weekly. $55.00. lTC, 255·6830.
1 1/11
RIDES TO L.A. & SAN FRANCISCO weekly.
$39.00. lTC, 255·6830.
11/11

4csameday.

1928

6.

7.

Overnight
3V2cea

SINCE

or Contact ~nses .
Fast service, quality anq
style at reasonable cost

HOUSING

SHALAKO INN has deluxe efficiencies from
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service down Central
available. Apartment includes, modern kitchen.
l.• ounge, restaurant & swimming pool on premises.
1~901 Central Nl!. 299-0434.
12/2
MAGNIFICENT I bedroom - furnished, utilities,
solar; $200,00, 842-0406, weekends 266·2751.
11/2
ALL UTILlTIES PAID. Campus l bdrm., 3 blocks
to UNM. Nicely furnhhed, $55.00, 262·17Si, Valley
Rentals, $30,00 fee.
1113
PART UTILITIES PAID. 2 bdrm., only $150.00.
Bike to UNM,262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30,00 fee,
11/3
WAL.K TO UNM. Large l bdrm., air, patio, utilities
paid; $135.00. 262·175 I, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fcc.
11/3
POOR OPEN MINDED man seeks same in woman
to share small house. $35,00/month. Dave, 242·2933,
I 1/8

5.

Eyegl~sses

1 Card game
5 Carnelian's
relative
9 Moulin
Rouge, for
one
14 Grotto
1 5 Diva's solo
16 Single
y·ear's 1
record
17 U.S.S.R.
river
18 Impressively
great
19 Screens
20 Sunday talk:
Abbr.
21 Tavern: 2
words
231mpedes
25 Telescope
part
26 Motel of
yore
27 Tater
29 Mischievous
·child
32 Did
something
35 Unheard of
36 Steel----:
Scouring
material
37 Stream
profusely
38 "----- •
Marner":
Eliot title
39 Actress---Neagle
40 Does wrong
41 Revered

42 N. Amer.
UNITED Feature Syndicate
mammal
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
43 Lounging
room
B A J H
c A S K s s H0 p
44 Compassion A C R E
T E L IL
E L EN A
45 Cattle
T H E A T ~~ A L A R I A
genus
S E T T E E ~ IL E 0 N
46 Offended:
DAMNS
GAT
Informal
T
48 Stationery
P E
NC
E R 5
C H UT
F D
I lA
R
0 A
item
52 Shoofly: 2
0 N IE
P A N. .M A C A
words
I NT
Ia T 5 I R E N
56 Eggs
DiOTif IP E D lA
C A R[flf
57 Fastener
A
V
E
E
S NES
58 Undersized B 0 L E
N If
IE T T E R
animal
0
D
I
N
I
D
0
L
A
T R I Z E
59 Rough
p
E
I NRE
0
z
E
R
I
L
lO
protuberB R E D
AR E T E p E A L
ance
60 Slow to
move
steeping
38 Mor.e
61 Aid
12 Makes lace
bashful
62 Pelt
13 Apart from
63 Become lost
42 Loud noise
that
64 Beginner
44 Somewhat
21
Remain un65 Big tennis
45 Dead drunk
settled
serves
4 7 ---- - barrel
22 Hints·
DOWN
48 Goof
24 Platforms
49 Kind of
1 "Quiet!"
over water
medicine
2 Asian land
27 Set out
50 Escape by
3Warning
28 Beg
deceit
device
30 One: Prefix
51 F'revails
4 Distance:
31-- Formulate a
unchecked
Prefix
scheme
52 Malay
5 Planet
32 Did the
weapon
6 Horses
same
53 Downy
7 Rivulet
33 Nucleus
material
8 Spanish
34 Inverts: 2
54 Spoiled
artist
words
chtlcit
9 Hit hard
~5 Revelry
55 Precious
10 Tearjerker
36 Human
stone
11 Solutions
trunk part
59 Urial
made by
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